At-A-Glance
Case Study

Actuate BIRT’s intuitive reporting frees business from IT
dependency at Munich City Utilities (SWM)
Industry: Utilities
Products/services: Actuate iServer; Actuate BIRT; BIRT
Interactive Viewer; BIRT Report Studio; Query; Mashboard from
Actuate Professional Services
Munich City Utilities (Stadtwerke München, or SWM) supplies
water and energy to the city of Munich, and is Germany’s
largest public utility with more than 7,700 staff. It also runs the
integrated local transport system including buses, subways and
trams, as well as numerous public swimming pools.

The challenge:
• To provide IT and functional users with a comprehensive yet
easy-to-use reporting system tool, SWM decided to complement
SAP Business Warehouse, with a flexible, interactive business
intelligence platform.
• Information from different data sources needed to be
compiled to create ad hoc reports and meaningful dashboards,
without specialist IT support.

• The Actuate Mashboard enables dashboards to be created
quickly and easily, add or remove elements and turn charts into
tables with a single click.
• The new BI platform is being used in a ‘cockpit’ application to
monitor the performance of SWM’s IT infrastructure. It will also
be used by HR and sales, and for water databases and Energy
Trading Risk Management.

Benefits summary
• Users can compile reports effortlessly, without IT help.
• IT doesn’t require a separate tool to create dashboards, thanks
to BIRT Report Designer. Dashboards can be transferred easily
into the Mashboard environments.
• Object/design re-use is highly efficient.
• Future plans include dynamically created Excel spreadsheets
using Actuate e.Spreadsheets, centrally supported by Actuate
iServer.

• Over 100 technical criteria had to be met, including a Java
focus, the provisioning of interfaces to include web services,
the deployment of a browser-based solution under Firefox and
broad use of Open Source.

The solution
• Actuate iServer was chosen as a central platform for report
administration and distribution. These are generated using
Actuate Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT).
• BIRT Designer enables the IT department to create these
reports.
• BIRT Interactive Viewer enables users to easily customise the
appearance of individual reports, and re-use the tweaked design
for future reports. More ambitious users can create their own
ad-hoc reports using the drag-and-drop facilities of BIRT Report
Studio.
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“The Actuate solutions not only fulfill our
substantial reporting criteria, they are also very
easy to use, so that our business users no longer
have to rely on the IT department for help with
customised reports.”
- Lars Giesler, Informations- und ProzesstechnikAnwendungen Konzern-DL u. Personal,
Stadtwerke München
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